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a b s t r a c t
There is an increasing gap between the number of known protein sequences and the number of
proteins with experimentally characterized structure and function. To alleviate this issue, we have
developed the I-TASSER gateway, an online server for automated and reliable protein structure and
function prediction. For a given sequence, I-TASSER starts with template recognition from a known
structure library, followed by full-length atomic model construction by iterative assembly simulations
of the continuous structural fragments excised from the template alignments. Functional insights are
then derived from comparative matching of the predicted model with a library of proteins with known
function. The I-TASSER pipeline has been recently integrated with the XSEDE Gateway system to
accommodate pressing demand from the user community and increasing computing costs. This report
summarizes the configuration of the I-TASSER Gateway with the XSEDE-Comet supercomputer cluster,
together with an overview of the I-TASSER method and milestones of its development.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
As the workhorses of life, proteins perform a wide range
of biological functions in living organisms, including synthesis
and breakdown of biomolecules, regulation of developmental
processes and biological pathways, and constitution of protein
complexes and subcellular structures. To carry out its functions, a
protein usually needs to be folded into a specific tertiary structure
from its amino acid sequence. Therefore, obtaining the structure
of a protein is usually an important step towards elucidation of
that protein’s function. Unfortunately, experimental solution of
protein structures is expensive in terms of time, labor, and cost.
As a result, the gap between the overwhelmingly large number
of protein sequences and the small number of experimentally
solved protein structures has kept increasing over the years. As of
June 2018, for example, there are more than 116 million proteins
sequences deposited in the UniProt [1] database, and less than 45
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thousand of them have an experimentally solved structure in the
Protein Data Bank (PDB) [2] database.
To address this issue as well as to serve the high demand from
the community for structure and function information of uncharacterized proteins, we have developed the I-TASSER (Iterative
Threading ASSembly Refinement) [3–6] algorithm for automated
protein structure prediction. I-TASSER structure prediction consists of threading based fold recognition, followed by fragmentbased structure reassembly and refinement simulations. It has
been consistently ranked as the top method in the communitywide CASP experiments [7–12] for accurate 3D structure prediction. To make full use of the I-TASSER models for understanding
the biological function of proteins, two algorithms, COFACTOR
[13–15] and COACH [16], have been developed and integrated
into the I-TASSER protocol for structure-based function annotations, with focuses on Gene Ontology (GO) [17] terms, Enzyme
Commission (EC) [18] numbers and ligand binding sites. Both
COFACTOR and COACH have been examined in community-wide
blind function prediction experiments [19,20], including CASP
and CAMEO, and showed significantly higher performance than
other state-of-the-art function prediction methods.
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Apart from the I-TASSER gateway, there are other on-line
servers designed for protein structure and function prediction.
For example, the HHpred [21], Phyre2 [22] and SWISS-MODEL
[23] servers all implement template based protein structure prediction services by combining threading algorithms with fast homology modeling. However, these servers are usually not focused
on structure quality improvement beyond template alignments,
which may cause difficulty in modeling the hard targets that
lack homologous structure templates, as evidenced by recent
CASP experiments. Similarly, there are other protein function
annotation portals, but they also have their own caveats. For
example, the Bologna annotation resource [24] and INGA [25]
make function predictions based on sequence alignment, protein family searching, or protein interaction networks, but these
servers do not directly use protein structure information, which
is generally believed to be more conserved than sequence in
functional evolution. ProFunc [26] is one of the few examples
of a server that generates functional annotations using structural
information, but it requires experimental structure information
of the query protein. Therefore, the advantage of the I-TASSER
online webserver [3–5] is in the integration of structure and
function modeling, feature-rich result display that facilitates biological interpretation, and high accuracy in structure and function
modeling even for challenging protein targets. These features are
essential to making the I-TASSER server a useful computational
platform to the biological community.
To alleviate the unprecedented computational challenges
brought about by the ever-growing user base, we have recently
converted the I-TASSER protocol into an Extreme Science and
Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) [27] science gateway. By migrating the computational backend of the I-TASSER
web-service to the XSEDE-Comet supercomputer cluster, we are
able to continue serving a broader community with improved
user experiences. Since its integration with the XSEDE-Comet
computer cluster in October 2016, the I-TASSER gateway has
created modeling results for 38,333 researchers around the world
and has become one of the most heavily used gateways running
on XSEDE-Comet [28]. In this paper, we report the web front end
design and underlying implementation of this newly developed
I-TASSER gateway.
2. Pipeline of the I-TASSER gateway
The I-TASSER (Iterative Threading ASSembly Refinement) protocol implemented by the I-TASSER gateway consists of four
major steps: template threading, structural fragment assembly,
model refinement and structure-based protein function annotation (Fig. 1).
Step 1: template threading . Threading refers to the process of
identifying template proteins from the PDB database of experimentally solved structures that have a potentially similar structure to the query protein. In the I-TASSER gateway, we incorporated the LOcal MEta-Threading Server (LOMETS) [29] to identify
homologous templates from a non-redundant structure database
(https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/library/).
LOMETS
combines 14 state-of-the-art threading programs (FFAS03 [30],
FFAS-3D [31], HHsearch [32], MUSTER [33], pGenThreader [34],
PPA [35], PROSPECT2 [36], SP3 [37], SAM-T99 [38] and SPARKSX [39]). It should be noted that we run two variants of MUSTER
and three variants of HHsearch using different parameters, which
is shown to improve threading result [6]. In each individual
threading program, the top template hits are ranked by profilebased and local-structure-based scores, where the raw alignment
score is converted to a Z-score [3–5] that signifies the statistical
significance of the alignments. When combining templates from
different programs, the Z-score and consensus score are used to

define the target type (easy or hard) and to select the templates
that are used for the next step of structure assembly simulations.
Step 2: structural fragment assembly. In the second step, continuous fragments from threading alignments are excised from the
template structures, and the unaligned gap regions (mostly loops)
will be built by I-TASSER ab initio modeling. Aligned fragments
and unaligned loops are used for structural conformation assembly by Replica-Exchange Monte Carlo simulation (REMC) [40]. To
improve the speed of conformational sampling, I-TASSER adopts
a reduced structure model to represent the protein, where each
residue is represented by its Cα atom and side-chain center of
mass. The unaligned loop regions are confined to a lattice system
of grid size 0.87 Å, which reduces the conformational search
space. Since the threading-aligned regions usually have good
modeling quality, conformations in these regions are off lattice
and are kept rigid during the simulations. The I-TASSER REMC
simulation implements 40 replicas in parallel with different temperatures. Within each replica, the acceptance of movements
obeys the Metropolis–Hastings criterion. The force field guiding the REMC simulation consists of inherent knowledge-based
energy terms, distance restraints calculated from the threading
template structures, and optionally, external contact restraints
or additional template restraints specified by server users. This
REMC simulation generates tens of thousands of low energy
conformations, which are commonly referred to as ‘decoys’.
Step 3: model refinement. The decoys generated by the lowtemperature replicas in the REMC simulation are clustered by
SPICKER [41] in order to group decoys with similar tertiary structures. Cluster centroids are then obtained by averaging the 3D
coordinates of all the clustered structural decoys. The centroids
of the top five biggest clusters, which correspond to near-native
structures with low free-energy, are further refined by fragment
re-assembly simulations in order to obtain re-assembled structure models with more physically realistic geometry. The reassembled structure models are refined at an atomic level by
FG-MD [42] in order to generate the final structure models. In FGMD refinement, soft cutoffs for the Lennard-Jones and Coulombic terms are applied to the AMBER [43] force-field for guiding the MD simulation. After the generation of a refined final
model, a confidence score (C-score) estimating the global quality of the models is computed based on the template quality
and REMC simulation convergence [3]. Additionally, in order to
provide residue level structure quality, we use our recently developed algorithm, ResQ [44], to estimate the residue displacement
and provide them in the B-factor field in the PDB files of the top 5
models. This ResQ prediction is obtained through a Support Vector Regression predictor that combines information of structure
template agreement, local structure consistency, and simulation
convergence.
Step 4: structure-based protein functional annotation. The function annotation step of the I-TASSER protocol relies on two algorithms: COFACTOR and COACH. In COFACTOR, TM-align [45]
is used to compare the I-TASSER structure model with function
template structures in BioLiP [46], a weekly curated database
of known protein structure and function associations (416,452
entries by May 2018). Biological insights, including GO terms, EC
numbers, and ligand binding sites, are inferred from the template
structures identified by local geometry matching and global structure similarity. The ligand binding site prediction from COFACTOR is further refined by COACH, which additionally combines
four other programs, TM-SITE [16], S-SITE [16], FINDSITE [47]
and ConCavity [48] to derive a consensus ligand binding site
prediction.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the I-TASSER structure and function prediction protocol, which includes four stages: structural template threading (first column), structural
fragment assembly (second column), model refinement (third column) and structure-based protein function annotation (fourth column).

3. Implementation of the I-TASSER gateway (hardware/
background server)
The hardware implementation of the I-TASSER gateway is
briefly shown by Fig. 2. When a user submits a protein sequence to the I-TASSER webserver at https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.
umich.edu/I-TASSER/, the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) script
run by the webserver checks the user input for illegal amino
acids (such as B, Z, X or non-alphabetical characters), duplicated sequence submission, corrupted template structures, and
mismatching user emails and passwords. If all the input information is correct, the user input is deposited to webserver by
the CGI script, which also updates the list of pending server jobs.
A crontab script run by the Zhang cluster, which periodically
runs every 10 min, copies the user data from webserver to the
Zhang cluster through Secure Copy Protocol (SCP). This crontab
script also preprocesses the user input file by converting protein
sequences and user provided template structures to a uniform
format. After these preprocessing steps, this crontab script transfers the data files to the XSEDE-Comet cluster by rsync. At the
Comet cluster, another crontab script running at the head node
of the Comet cluster every 10 min checks the incoming new
user input files and submits I-TASSER structure and function
prediction jobs to the Comet computing nodes. After the structure
and function predictions are finished, the crontab script running
at the Zhang cluster will again use rsync to synchronize data
from Comet cluster to the Zhang cluster, prepare HTML webpage
output, and copy the data to the webserver front end for webpage display. Meanwhile, another crontab script running on the
webserver updates our MySQL database for user job statistics and
informs the user of job completion by email. The MySQL database
of I-TASSER consumes 237 MB of disk space and holds around
500,000 records for user credentials and job submission history.
On average, only 0.08 s is needed to query the MySQL database
by the CGI script. Considering its relatively fast speed and small
disk space consumption, as well as being actively maintained by
upstream developers, MySQL is chosen as our main solution to
relational database management.
In the I-TASSER gateway, user input has been mainly handled
by low-level CGI scripts since the launch of the webserver. We
had previously experimented with higher-level frameworks and

client-side solutions (such as JavaScript). However, we found they
are not easy to implement especially due to our need for complicated user input validation. Therefore, we have been adhering
to low-level CGI mechanisms and accepting the responsibility of
maintaining the security of our in-house code. For example, on
an annual basis, we coordinate with the IT team of our institute
to scan and fix webserver security vulnerabilities, including, but
not limited to, MySQL injections, cross-site scripting, SMTP MX
injections, and Unix file parameter alterations, as reported by
Burp, IBM Security AppScan, and Open Bug Bounty.
Three additional notes should also be made regarding file
handling in the I-TASSER gateway setup. Firstly, since usually a
large number of files (typically a few thousand files per day)
need to be transferred between the Comet cluster and the Zhang
cluster, the file transfer protocol must cope with the relatively unstable network connection between the two clusters. Neither the
commonly used SCP mechanism nor the more advanced Globus
protocol is efficient enough for the transfer of such a large volume
of data files. Rsync, another open source utility for file transfer
across computer systems, typically provides more efficient data
synchronization for our purpose. By checking the timestamp and
size of local and remote files, rsync can automatically detect
which files were not fully transferred in the previous file transfer
attempts and avoid re-synchronization of files that are already
correctly transferred. For example, on Oct 27, 2018, we synchronized the newly updated structure library from the Zhang
cluster to the Comet cluster. The synchronization involved 2,618
new files. Rsync finished the synchronization within 2 h and
10 min, whereas both SCP and Globus died during the file transfer
process. Therefore, rsync is used as the default file transfer engine
between the Zhang cluster and Comet cluster.
Secondly, file I/O is intensive for multiple steps in the I-TASSER
structure modeling pipeline, which creates unprecedented load
on the ‘Data Oasis’ Lustre file system mounted since the early
days of the I-TASSER gateway. To cope with this issue, we have
partially rewritten the I-TASSER structure prediction pipeline to
utilize the local SSD scratch space utilized by every Comet computing node. This local SSD scratch space on the Comet computing
nodes is of critical importance for the I-TASSER gateway, and impacts every step of the protein structure prediction process. First,
for LOMETS threading, template profiles created from the whole
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Fig. 2. Hardware implementation of the I-TASSER gateway. Users submit their jobs and visualize the prediction results at our webserver. Our internal computer
cluster (Zhang cluster) preprocesses user input data, generates HTML webpage output and synchronizes data between the webserver front end and the XSEDE-Comet
cluster backend. The Comet cluster performs the structure and function prediction computation.

template library need to be temporarily stored in the local SSD to
avoid high I/O traffic due to the large size of the database; these
profile files are later removed from the SSD after the threading
process is completed. Second, all the decoy conformations created
by the REMC simulation need to be stored on the SSD for the next
step of clustering analysis. Since this step can result in heavy I/O
traffic on the hard disk, all the simulation trajectories are cached
at local SSD’s before they are compressed and copied back to the
shared file system on the Comet cluster at the end of simulation, thereby minimally impacting the shared file system. Finally,
various intermediate output and temporary parameter files for
clustering, structure re-assembly, and full-atomic refinement are
also written to the local SSD to increase the speed of refinement simulation processes. We tested different I/O strategies for
the I-TASSER pipeline on three proteins with 100 residues. The
pipeline directly writing files to ‘Data Oasis’ shared file system
spent 16.2% more running time compared to the current pipeline
that utilizes local SSD for heavy I/O operations.
Thirdly, the I-TASSER system needs a large disk space for
medium and long term storage, which we need to carefully administrate. The major storage needs of the I-TASSER system consist of two parts. The first part is for the structural and functional template libraries. These two libraries are essential for the
template-based structure and function predictions, where target
sequences and structure models are to be scanned through the
libraries to identify structural and functional homologs to assist
the corresponding structure assembly and function annotations.
Both libraries are updated weekly according to the PDB and
UniProt databases and a PubMed literature search. As of October
2018, the structure library takes up 372 GB and the functional
library from BioLiP takes up 142 GB. The second part of the need
for storage is for the results of the I-TASSER simulations. The
I-TASSER pipeline consists of multiple steps of template recognition, structural assembly simulation, decoy clustering and model
selection, structure refinement, and structure-based functional
template searching and annotation. The modeling of each target

generates on average ∼1 GB simulation data. We have adopted
two strategies to save storage space. First, we compress all the
structural files using the BZIP2 format. Second, we remove all the
intermediate simulation decoy files after the final model generation. Nevertheless, each target still generates around 100 Mb of
data, which includes mainly the modeling coordinates and image
files. Currently, the I-TASSER server accepts ∼200–300 jobs per
day from the user community, while the data files of each target
are kept on the server system for 2 months before deletion, to
give users a buffer time for data analysis and downloading. Thus,
the simulation data occupies around 1.2 TB (=100 Mb × 200
users × 60 days). However, only 1 TB hard disk space is granted to
the I-TASSER gateway by XSEDE, and since XSEDE gives supports
to the I-TASSER gateway and 3,656 other science gateways and
research groups, the average hard disk space allocated to each
group is limited to around 700 GB (≈2.6PB/3656). To solve this
dilemma, we run weekly crontab scripts on the Comet cluster to
delete user data after job completion and successful transfer to
the Zhang cluster, where we will keep the user data for up to 2
months.
4. Input and output of the I-TASSER gateway (user interface
webpage)
4.1. Input of the I-TASSER gateway
To model a query protein of interest using the I-TASSER gateway, a user can paste a FASTA format amino acid sequence of the
query to the input text box or upload a sequence file through the
upload button (Fig. 3A). At present, the I-TASSER server accepts
protein sequences of up to 1,500 amino acids in length. For
sequences longer than 1,500 amino acids, as these are potentially
multi-domain proteins, the user may split the sequence into
domains by our in-house domain partition servers ThreaDom [49]
or ThreaDomEx [50] and separately submit the sequences of the
individual domains.
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Fig. 3. Input interface of the I-TASSER gateway. Through this input webpage, a user can specify (A) the mandatory protein sequence and user email input; (B)
additional distance/contact restraints and/or additional structure templates, both optionally provided by user; (C) exclusion of specific templates optionally specified
by user; and (D) optional user-provided secondary structure restraints.

The I-TASSER server also provides three additional options for
users to specify additional biological insights to guide modeling. These three options include: user specified distance/contact
restraints, exclusion or inclusion of specific templates from modeling, and user specified secondary structures.
A user can specify external distance or contact restraints
(Fig. 3B) to guide the I-TASSER structure assembly simulations.
Normally, these restraints are collected from threading templates,
but for some targets, especially for ‘hard’ targets, those restraints
are often unreliable because of erroneous alignment between
the query and distant-homology templates. As restraints from
experiments often have a higher accuracy than those derived
from threading alignments, user-specified restraints can be useful
for improving the quality of the structure assembly simulation,
especially for ‘hard’ targets. Restraint data from NMR or crosslinking experiments can be specified by uploading a restraint file. An
example can be found in Fig. 3B, where column 1 specifies the
type of restraint, i.e., ‘DIST’ or ‘CONTACT’. For contact restraints,
columns 2 and 3 mean positions (i, j) of the residues (the ith
residue and jth residue in the sequence) that form a contact. ITASSER will try to draw these two residues into contact during
the structure assembly simulation. For distance restraints, residue
positions (i, j) are shown in columns 2 and 4, and atom names
specified by the PDB format are shown in column 3 and 5. Column
6 defines the distance between the two atoms. Similar to contact
restraints, these atom pairs will be brought close to the specified
distance by I-TASSER structure assembly simulations.
I-TASSER also allows users to specify their own templates.
Normally, I-TASSER starts with protein templates identified by
LOMETS threading programs from our PDB library (71,027 entries
by June 2018). Our template library consists of representative
protein structures at a pair-wise sequence identity cutoff of 70%.
As the desired template may not be included in our library or may
not be identified by LOMETS even if it is in our library, users can
specify a solved PDB-formatted protein structure as the template
(Fig. 3B). In this case, the I-TASSER structure simulation will start

from the user-specified template, with restraints mainly collected
from it; meanwhile, the templates from LOMETS threading will
still be used for generating restraints in regions not covered by
the user-specified template. To enable the I-TASSER server to
use a template, the 3D structure and the alignment between the
query and the template sequence are essential. If a user uploads
a template structure without alignment, MUSTER will be utilized
to align query with the template. More details can be found in
https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/restraint.html
As requested by many users, we have implemented a new
feature in the I-TASSER server for excluding some templates
from the I-TASSER template library, a feature designed for special
purposes such as benchmark testing. Users can either set the
upper limit of sequence identity between template and query, or
specify the PDB ID to exclude the templates from the I-TASSER
structure assembly simulation (Fig. 3C). Another new function
we have implemented in I-TASSER server is allowing the user
to specify secondary structure for specific residues (Fig. 3D). The
first column shows the specified residue index of query protein
sequence, the second column is residue name of the specified
residue, and the last column is the secondary structure type of
this residue (‘H’ for alpha helix, ‘S’ for beta strand and ‘C’ for coil).
Finally, a user can keep their sequence private by unchecking the
box above the ‘Run I-TASSER’ button.
4.2. Output of the I-TASSER gateway
I-TASSER takes around 10 h to generate results for a typical medium-size protein with 200 to 400 residues. However,
when a user submits a sequence, the actual processing time
also depends on the number of jobs in our queue. In reality,
users typically receive results within 1–2 d. Users can check their
job status and approximate completion time at https://zhanglab.
ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/queue.php. For each submission,
a unique job ID corresponding to a unique URL will be generated
for tracking modeling status and storing the results. When the
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Fig. 4. The first four sections of the output result webpage, showing (A) the query protein sequence; (B) predicted secondary structure and the prediction confidence;
(C) predicted solvent accessibility; and (D) ResQ predicted B-factor.

job is completed, users will receive a notification through their
registered email. An example output page is available at https:
//zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/example. The output
data includes: (1) the submitted sequence (Fig. 4A) and predicted structural features including secondary structure information (Fig. 4B), predicted solvent accessibility (Fig. 4C), and
normalized B-factor (Fig. 4D), (2) the top ten threading templates
identified by LOMETS (Fig. 5A), (3) the top five final 3D models
with measures for model quality estimation (Fig. 5B), (4) the top
ten proteins found to be structurally closest to the first model
of the query (Fig. 5C), (5) the results of structure-based function
annotations, including EC numbers, GO terms, and ligand binding
sites (Fig. 6). All results shown in the webpage are also available
in a BZIP2 format compressed archive file (i.e. tarball), which
users can download at the top of the same webpage. The output
results are introduced briefly below. A detailed explanation of
the results is provided at https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/
I-TASSER/annotation.
The submitted sequence and predicted structural features are
shown in the first four sections (Fig. 4) of the result page. A typical
secondary structure prediction contains three states: alpha helix
(H), beta strand (S) and coil (C), with confidence scores for each
residue. The confidence score of predicted secondary structure
and predicted solvent accessibility are also provided, with a score
range [0, 9]. In general, positive B-factor values indicate that the
residues are more flexible, while negative values suggest that
the residues are more rigid. An additional link is provided to
show the user-specified restraints, including distance/contact restraints, template alignments, and secondary structure restraints.
The information of the top 10 templates identified by LOMETS
is listed in the fifth section of the results page (Fig. 5A), which
includes: (1) the PDB IDs of templates, (2) the sequence identities
between the template and the query, (3) the coverage of the
alignments, (4) the normalized threading Z-score, (5) the alignments between the query and the templates. The normalized
Z-score indicates the alignment quality, where a normalized Zscore >1 indicates a confident alignment. The query protein
is defined as an ‘easy’ target if there is at least one template
from each threading program having a normalized Z-score >1,
otherwise, it is a ‘hard’ target. In the current version of LOMETS,

14 threading programs are employed to identify up to 280 templates (up to 20 templates per threading program) for distance
restraint extraction. However, the top 10 templates are the most
relevant because they are given a higher weight during restraint
collection and are used as the starting conformation in the lowtemperature replicas in the REMC simulation. By clicking on the
PDB ID, the webpage will be re-directed to the RCSB Protein Data
Bank website showing information about the template protein.
Users can download the PDB-formatted threading alignment file
by clicking on the ‘Download’ button. The alignment file can be
viewed in any molecular visualization software (e.g. Jmol, PyMol,
VMD, etc.).
Up to five full length atomic structural models with their
C-scores are reported in the sixth section of the results page
(Fig. 5B). The estimated TM-score and RMSD are also provided
for the first model. All these scores are used for estimating
the global accuracy of the models. The C-score is typically in
the range [−5, 2], where a higher score reflects a better quality. Normally, models with a C-score >−1.5 have the correct
topology. More information about the C-score can be found at
https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/example/cscore.
txt. Users can download the PDB-formatted structure model file
by clicking the link under the figures of the models. The JSmol
[51] applet is used for visualization of the model structure in the
result pages. Users can drag, rotate or zoom the structure to check
the model from different orientations.
The first I-TASSER model is searched against the PDB library by
TM-align to find the top 10 analogs that are structurally similar
to the query proteins (Fig. 5C). The results of this search are
shown in the seventh section of the results page. The TM-scores,
RMSDs, sequence identities, and alignment coverages between
analogous structures and the query protein are also listed in this
section. The alignment with the highest TM-score is visualized by
JSmol by default. Users can click the ‘Click to view’ radio buttons
to visualize alignments for other structure analogs. Here, users
should note that the top 10 analogous structures (detected by
TM-align using the I-TASSER first model) are usually not identical
to the top 10 templates (detected by the threading programs from
the query sequence) listed in fifth section. The alignment (in PDB
format) can be downloaded through the ‘download’ link.
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Fig. 5. Sections in the output webpage displaying the main structure modeling results, which include (A) the alignment between the query and the structure template
identified from the PDB structure library by LOMETS; (B) up to five final structure models with estimated global structure quality metrics underneath the JSmol
protein structure visualization applet; (C) structure analogs identified by a TM-align search using the first I-TASSER final model as the query structure.

The first I-TASSER model, which in general has the highest
structure quality, is submitted to COFACTOR and COACH to predict its biological function, including ligand-binding site (Fig. 6A),
EC number (Fig. 6B), and GO terms (Fig. 6C). Outputs of the
structure-based function annotation by COACH and COFACTOR
are listed in the last section of the results page. The predicted
binding ligands, corresponding C-score, and binding site residues
are shown in the sixth, third and eighth columns, respectively. By
clicking on ‘Lig Name’, the browser will be redirected to the BioLiP
entry for this ligand. Users can download the PDB format docked
complex by clicking the ‘Mult’ link. The predicted binding site
residues corresponding to each ligand are visualized in the left
panel. Users can select different ligands by clicking the ‘selection
button’. The EC number prediction provides similar results for
catalytic active site prediction, and the ‘EC number’ column is
directed to the ExPASy enzyme [52] database, which provides a
detailed description of the enzyme families. GO term predictions
are available in the last part of the results page, which is further
subdivided into two tables. The first table lists the top 10 ranked

template proteins associated with their corresponding GO terms.
The consensus GO terms for each of the three functional aspects
(molecular function, biological process and cellular component)
are presented in the second table.
5. Performance of the I-TASSER gateway and case studies
5.1. Performance of the I-TASSER gateway
The I-TASSER structure prediction server as well as its function
annotation components COFACTOR and COACH have all been objectively evaluated in the CASP and CAMEO structure and function
prediction challenges, in which these programs showed considerably higher performance when compared with other state-of-theart approaches.
Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) is a
worldwide experiment for the objective benchmarking of protein
structure prediction protocols. The CASP experiment is organized
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Fig. 6. Webpage output sections for the predicted protein functions, including (A) COACH predicted ligand binding residues in complex with putative ligands; (B)
predicted EC numbers and the inferred active site residues by COFACTOR; (C) GO terms from the consensus COFACTOR prediction (bottom) and the structure templates
from which the GO term annotations are inferred (top).

as blind modeling tasks, where participating servers are asked to
predict protein structures that have been experimentally solved
but not yet released. The I-TASSER server participated in the 7th
CASP as ‘Zhang-Server’ in 2006 and was ranked as the best server
among all 66 servers (Fig. 7). Starting from CASP9, an ab initio
modeling tool, QUARK, from our lab has also participated in CASP.

The I-TASSER server and QUARK server [53] have been ranked as
the top 2 servers ever since.
Since 2012, I-TASSER has employed our in-house COFACTOR
algorithm as one of its protein function annotation module to predict ligand binding sites, GO terms and EC numbers. COFACTOR
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Fig. 7. The timeline of I-TASSER. The results of the CASP7 to CASP12 experiments are shown in the left panel. Each bar plot ranks the top 10 protein structure
prediction servers in descending order of Z-score for GDT_TS, which is a metric quantifying overall structure quality. The white and gray bars are the I-TASSER
server (‘Zhang-Server’ in CASP), and QUARK server, respectively, both from our group. It is shown that the I-TASSER is the top server from CASP7 to CASP12. The
timeline for development of the I-TASSER server and its component algorithms is shown in the right panel. All the programs and databases illustrated by this panel
are available online at https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/services/.

participated in the CASP9 ligand binding site prediction challenge, which was the last CASP to have any function prediction
component. Achieving a precision of 72% and a Matthews Correlation Coefficient 0.69 for 31 blind test proteins [13], COFACTOR
was ranked as the best server in the CASP function prediction
challenge. Another of our protein function prediction modules,
COACH, has participated in a similar community-wide challenge,
Continuous Automated Model EvaluatiOn (CAMEO) [19] since
2012. In CAMEO, COACH generated ligand binding site predictions
for 7,193 targets (between 2015-04-24 and 2016-04-16) with
an average AUC score of 0.76, which is 0.08 higher than the
second-best method in the experiment (https://www.cameo3d.

org/lb/1-year/). These data demonstrate that the I-TASSER server
represents one of the most reliable algorithms for automated
protein structure and function prediction.
5.2. Evolution of the I-TASSER gateway
Since the I-TASSER server has been made publicly available
online, we have made a continuous effort to improve the pipeline
with the goal of providing the most accurate structural and function predictions. The timeline of the I-TASSER server (Fig. 7)
briefly lists how the server pipeline has been updated with various new components in the last decade. Important events for
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Fig. 8. Distribution of I-TASSER users. In the world map, different countries are colored from dark to light blue according to the descending number of registered
I-TASSER users. Different cities are marked by orange points, whose size is proportional to the number of sequences submitted to I-TASSER server by these cities.
The pie chart shows the percentage of the number of sequences submitted to I-TASSER by different countries among all submitted sequences. In the lower panel,
from left to right, the three bar plots show the number of submitted sequences, the number of new users, and the number of citations per year. All three annual
statistics represented by the three plots are steadily increasing year by year. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

the improvement of our structure prediction protocol include (in
chronological order), introduction of the LOMETS threading metaserver, addition of FG-MD for local structure refinement, inclusion
of SVMSEQ [54] and NeBcon [55] for residue-residue contact
prediction, and development of ResQ for local structure quality
estimation. Taking advantage of these improvements in I-TASSER
structure model quality, we have developed and incorporated
three services for structure-based function prediction: COFACTOR
for general function annotation in 2012, COACH for ligand binding
site prediction in 2013, and a database, BioLiP, for compilation of
protein-ligand binding structures in the same year. Recently, in
response to user requests to develop a standalone version of the
I-TASSER pipeline to run on their own computer, we have also
packaged the I-TASSER structure and function prediction protocol
into the standalone I-TASSER suite [6].
Due to the reliability and extensibility of the I-TASSER pipeline
for generating high quality structure and function predictions, the
pipeline has been extended to other more specific structure or
function modeling tasks over the years. For instance, we developed in 2011 the SAXSTER [56] server for high-resolution protein
structure determination by including small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) data as additional restraints in I-TASSER structure modeling. In 2015, GPCR-I-TASSER [57] was specifically developed for
the prediction of G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) structures.
In 2017, I-TASSER-MR [58], a molecular replacement tool for
solving the phase problem of distant-homology proteins in X-ray
crystallography, was released.
Since all the tools mentioned in the previous two paragraphs
are available online (https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/servi

ces/) with user bases whose needs diversify as they expand, we
receive a great deal of questions and suggestions for the use
and improvement of our services. As a forum for gathering all
of these questions and responses, we have launched in 2011
a message board system (https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/
bbs/) to facilitate discussions between our service developers and
the outside users.
While the I-TASSER gateway provides a user-friendly interface
to access I-TASSER, it might not satisfy all the special needs of
power users, such as the need to process many protein targets
using their own computing resources, check intermediate files,
or use a specially built template database, partly due to the
resource limit of the host machines. To address the diverse need
of users, we have also prepared a standalone I-TASSER package
[6] and made it freely available to academic community at https:
//zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/download/. While the
downloadable I-TASSER suite implements the same structure and
function prediction methods as the webserver, it also preserves
all intermediate files for users who are interested in the computational details. It also provides additional scripts for users to
construct their own template databases so that their modeling
results can be made for other research purposes.
5.3. Statistics of the I-TASSER gateway
By June 2018, over 110,000 users from 20,983 institutions
have registered on the I-TASSER server, and these users come
from 9,124 cities in 138 countries (Fig. 8A). More than 400,000
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proteins have been successfully predicted by the I-TASSER gateway since it became available online. Researchers from the United
States (24%), the United Kingdom (6%), India (12%) and China
(8%) have submitted about 50% of the total number of sequences
(Fig. 8B). Delhi (1,3677), Basel (8,838) and Beijing (4,763) are
the top three cities, ranked by number of submitted sequences.
Starting from 2012, we have over 10,000 new users registering for
I-TASSER every year (Fig. 8C), and this number is still increasing
by 11.2% per year. The number of submitted sequences has been
increasing by 17.2% per year since 2010, the year that more than
20,000 protein models were generated by I-TASSER (Fig. 8D).
Starting from October 2016, I-TASSER has been supported by the
XSEDE-Comet cluster. The I-TASSER gateway consistently gains
more computational resources from XSEDE for serving a high
volume of users, and 38,333 new users have submitted 109,673
sequences since being powered by XSEDE. I-TASSER related papers [3–6] have been cited by more than 7,900 researches by 2017
(Fig. 8E), which indicates the I-TASSER gateway is also one of the
most popular protein modeling tools.
5.4. Case studies
This section includes two successful examples of the I-TASSER
server being used to elucidate essential biological insights into
protein structure and function. In 2016, a new gene (MCR-1)
[59] from an E. coli plasmid was found to be responsible for
antibiotic resistance: an E. coli strain possessing the protein encoded by this gene could not be readily killed by polymyxin.
Using I-TASSER, it was found that the MCR-1 protein structure
resembles a topology typical of phosphoethanolamine transferase
(Fig. 9A [59]). The I-TASSER structure model helped elucidate
the molecular mechanism of antibiotic resistance induced by
MCR-1, in which phosphoethanolamine is added to lipid A. Lipid
A is an important component of endotoxin and is responsible
for the toxicity of bacterial infection; the phosphoethanolamine
modification reduces binding between lipid A and polymyxin and
thus neutralizes polymyxin’s power in curing E. coli infection.
The second case [60] concerns Mig-6 (Fig. 9B pink), which
inhibits cell migration by binding to Cdc42 (Fig. 9B blue). In this
study, the authors were interested in identifying ‘hot spots’, that
is, the amino acids that are important for interaction between
the two proteins. Since Mig-6 lacked an experimental structure,
the interaction was modeled by predicting the Mig-6 structure
with I-TASSER and docking this structure to the Cdc42 protein
using Zdock [61]. From this Mig-6/Cdc42 structure model, four
amino acids important for the interaction were identified. The
importance of these four key residues, I11, R12, M26, R30, was
confirmed by western blot experiments.
6. Conclusion
The I-TASSER gateway is an online server designed for automated prediction of protein structure and biological functions
from protein sequence. The involved algorithms have been evaluated by community-wide blind tests (CASP and CAMEO) and
demonstrated considerably higher prediction accuracy than other
methods of protein structure and function prediction. The webserver interface is designed with specific emphasis on biological interpretation of modeling results. Attributed to good highresolution structure models, accurately predicted protein functions and a user-friendly web interface, the I-TASSER server has
become one of the most widely used gateways in the field of protein structure modeling. When generating a high-quality model,
various computationally expensive simulations are needed, and
internal computational resources from a single laboratory is not

Fig. 9. Examples of the use of I-TASSER server by the user community for
elucidating the molecular mechanism of important proteins. (A) The I-TASSER
structure model of MCR-1 adopts a tertiary topology typical of phosphoethanolamine transferases, with putative catalytic residues shown as sticks
(black circle). This figure is adapted from Liu et al. [59]. (B) I-TASSER predicted
structure of Mig-6 (cartoon) in complex with the native protein structure of
Cdc42 (surface). I11, R12, M26, and R30, four hot spot residues essential for
interaction between Mig-6 and Cdc42, are shown as green sticks. An additional
residue, L15, which is not essential for the interaction and was used as negative
control in follow-up wet lab experiments, is also represented by green sticks.
This figure is adapted from Jiang et al. [60] . (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

sufficient to provide a satisfying service for all users. To address these issues, the I-TASSER server has been powered by
the XSEDE-Comet cluster since 2016, which enables the I-TASSER
gateway to serve a broader community of biological and medical
researchers. In 2016, as well as in 2017, the number of new
registered users significantly increased. In 2017, the number of
models generated by I-TASSER was around 70,000, which increased over 40% compared to the annual statistics from the
last decade. All these data indicate the significant improvement
of the I-TASSER server with support from XSEDE. We believe
that with the integration of external resources such as XSEDE,
the I-TASSER Gateway will have the potential and support to
significantly enhance method development in protein structure
and function modeling as well as make these tools accessible to
an unprecedentedly broader range of users.
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